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Once the R7 has
been aligned
its anti-theft 

control panel 
can be removed 

and stored in a 
secure location

INTELLISAT PO RTABLE SATELLITE

satellite system from Intellisat combines

 
Driven by simplicity, the Travel Vision R7

all the advantages of a portable antenna 
with the simplicity of an automatic system
at a very attractive price.
The R7 is easy to use, just simply slide
the lightweight dish onto its tripod and 
connect it up with just one cable. After 
that, you just hit the START button and 
let the Travel -Vision R7 work its Intelli
magic. The Travel Vision R7 has an
80cm dish for full coverage right around 
Australia, meaning that no matter where 
you are you will always have a strong 
signal so you can enjoy your favourite
programmes in no time.

here was a time, not so long ago, when the task of obtaining reliable television reception in your 
caravan or motorhome was usually more trouble than it was worth. Thankfully, those days are
behind us. The TravelVision R7 offers a simple and effective solution to this dilemma so that
campers are able to enjoy a dependable satellite service and all their favourite channels at the 
click of a button. The R7 makes watching TV as easy as 1-2-3.
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Once the R6 has 
been aligned
its anti-theft 

control panel
can be removed

and stored in a 
secure location

INTELLISAT PORTABLE SATELLITE

Driven by simplicity, the Travel Vision R6
satellite system from Intellisat combines 
all the advantages of a portable antenna 
with the simplicity of an automatic system
at a very attractive price.
The R6 is easy to use, just simply slide
the lightweight dish onto its tripod and 
connect it up with just one cable. After 
that, you just hit the START button and 
let the Travel -Vision R6 work its Intellisat 
magic. The Travel Vision R6 has an
80cm dish for full coverage right around 
Australia, meaning that no matter where 
you are you will always have a strong 
signal so you can enjoy your favourite
programmes in no time.

here was a time, not so long ago, when the task of obtaining reliable television reception in your
caravan or motorhome was usually more trouble than it was worth. Thankfully, those days are
behind us. The TravelVision R6 offers a simple and effective solution to this dilemma so that
campers are able to enjoy a dependable satellite service and all their favourite channels at the 
click of a button. The R6 makes watching TV as easy as 1-2-3.
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Once the R6 has 
been aligned
its anti-theft 

control panel
can be removed

and stored in a 
secure location

INTELLISAT PORTABLE SATELLITE

Driven by simplicity, the Travel Vision R6
satellite system from Intellisat combines 
all the advantages of a portable antenna 
with the simplicity of an automatic system
at a very attractive price.
The R6 is easy to use, just simply slide
the lightweight dish onto its tripod and 
connect it up with just one cable. After 
that, you just hit the START button and 
let the Travel -Vision R6 work its Intellisat 
magic. The Travel Vision R6 has an
80cm dish for full coverage right around 
Australia, meaning that no matter where 
you are you will always have a strong 
signal so you can enjoy your favourite
programmes in no time.

here was a time, not so long ago, when the task of obtaining reliable television reception in your
caravan or motorhome was usually more trouble than it was worth. Thankfully, those days are
behind us. The TravelVision R6 offers a simple and effective solution to this dilemma so that
campers are able to enjoy a dependable satellite service and all their favourite channels at the 
click of a button. The R6 makes watching TV as easy as 1-2-3.

TRAVEL VISION R6

Built in batteries!

Now battery 
operated!



Intellisat Pty Ltd
Ph: 03 9555 1550

U13. 94-102 Keys Rd
Moorabbin VIC 3189

Automatic
R6-80 80cm
approx. 10 Kg
12V to 24V DC
Max 950 mA
by USB
10.7 Single / Twin LNB

Years

Contact us

Our team at Intellisat is thorough, 
friendly and eager to help. Our 
support service is second to 
none. Whether you are after a 
satellite dish or need help. 
Wherever you are, we give you 
the support you need to help you
so you can get back to your 
favourite channels! Give us a call!

Satellite aquisition
Dish diameter
Weight
Power adapter
Power usage
Software update
LNB output
Warranty

Driven by simplicity
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Automatic

 

By USB
10.7 Single / Twin LNB
2 Years

Contact us

Our team at Intellisat is thorough, 
friendly and eager to help. Our 
support service is second to 
none. Whether you are after a 
satellite dish or need help.
Wherever you are, we give you
the support you need to help you 
so you can get back to your 
favourite channels! Give us a call!

Satellite aquisition 
Dish diameter 

Power adapter 
Power usage 
Software update
LNB output 
Warranty
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Moorabbin VIC 3189

Automatic
R6-80 80cm
approx. 10 Kg
12V to 24V DC
Max 950 mA
by USB
10.7 Single / Twin LNB
2 Years

Contact us

Our team at Intellisat is thorough, 
friendly and eager to help. Our 
support service is second to 
none. Whether you are after a 
satellite dish or need help.
Wherever you are, we give you
the support you need to help you 
so you can get back to your 
favourite channels! Give us a call!

Satellite aquisition
Dish diameter
Weight
Power adapter
Power usage
Software update
LNB output
Warranty

Driven by simplicity

12v charger
Battery operated

Weight R7-65/80
R7 65/80 cm
Approx 7 / 10 kg




